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Energy market reform in Germany: what 

can we expect? 
Oxera Agenda - September 19th 2013 
 

 

 

 

Dr Michael Kraus, head of 

Oxera’s Berlin office, argues 

that the feed-in tariff regime is 

over-supportive and 

economically inefficient, and 

that it has considerably 

increased costs for electricity 

customers.  

 

He sets out the drivers of 

German energy market reform 

and the rationale behind the 

principal options. 
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Overarching principles as a guidance to 

reform – a reminder 

- minium-carbon economy and welfare optimization (energy 

production vs. energy savings) 

- welfare distribution and social equity ("Stromarmut") 

- economic efficiency 

- productive (excess returns on renewable assets) 

- allocative (negative electricity prices) 

- regime sustainability and investor confidence 

(„Vertrauensschutz“) 
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Stakeholder interests in the reform of the 

energy market – a reminder 

- renewable generators 

- existing vs. new assets 

- high-cost vs. lower-cost technologies (offshore, onshore, PV, 

biomass) 

- conventional generators (pushed out of merit) 

- privileged industrial end-users 

- national vs. int‘l competition 

- federal vs. state governments („Länder“) 

- VAT 

- electricity tax 
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